Please remember that this should be adjusted based on your kids. If they need to do less in a day or want
to do more, please do not feel you need to follow this exactly. Go at the pace that works for you and your
kids.
If your kids can’t read yet, read the stories to them for more great listening practice.
I have planned about 5 days for this chapter. Here is an approximate schedule:
Always begin each day with greetings (Buenos días o buenas tardes, ¿Cómo estás?) and calendar time.
Day 1
1. Follow the instructions and script for Total Physical Response (TPR).
2. Show this video for listening practice with the pictures.
3. Start PQA with one verb (corre, camina, or pone).
Day 2
1. Review vocabulary with TPR by saying the words (in a random order) and going through the list at least
once.
2. Complete PQA. Can watch this video with some of the questions and the mini-situation.
Tip: PQA is an area that may need to be broken up over 2 or 3 days depending on your kids’ interest level
and age. If you want to break it up, do PQA with one verb at a time. For instance, ask the questions for
“camina” one day and then “pone” the next.

Day 3
1. Review vocabulary with TPR by saying the words (in a random order) and going through the list at least once
OR have kids read the mini-story from the previous lesson. You can also check my website for a story that
my kids and I have created.
2. Complete the Movie Talk if you have it.
3. Complete the listening activity and the first version of the story Andrés y sus perros. I recorded the
story on this video. You can have kids listen to the beginning of the video and draw what they hear.

Day 4
1. Review the vocabulary that is most challenging to your kids with TPR saying the words a few times in
random order OR play Memoria (Memory) or Peces (Go Fish).
2. Complete the second version of the story Andrés y sus perros.
3. Play the game.
Day 5
1. Review the vocabulary with TPR if needed OR play one of the games mentioned in #1 of Day 4.
2. If you have the workbook, read chapter 3 and complete any corresponding activities.
3. Complete the Sobre de mí activity.

Tips:
Try to read for a few minutes each day. Reading is very important for language acquisition!
If you don’t have the workbook, definitely write the mini-story you and your kids create from the story
outline in the PQA script for additional reading practice. The Mini-Story activity in this post is an example.

